Comprehensive GIS Solutions for Johnson County

Pricing

Users can immediately search and download plat images at a cost of $5.00/plat.

High volume users can subscribe to a plat subscription that allows a single user unlimited access to plats for $180.00/year. Pricing for additional users can be found on the AIMS website at:
http://aims.jocogov.org/ProductsAndServices/myAIMSpricing.aspx

Plat Search Utility

Plat Search Utility is a web-based application that allows users to query Johnson County plat information and download digital scanned plat images for local viewing.

The scanned plat is a digital image of the engineering drawing that depicts the detail plans for the plat; including monumentation, street layout, lot layout, lot dimensions, easements and setbacks (see image to right).

The Plat Search Utility can be viewed at: http://ims.jocogov.org/plats